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We Care We Share We Learn

Our journey is not a blueprint for other schools. 
It is however a story of school improvement 
supported by Pupil Premium. 

I became head teacher of Brougham Primary 
School in January 2010. In January 2011 the 
school suffered an extensive flood which covered 
approximately 60% of the school floor. I think 
it’s fair to say that as a result we strayed from 
our teaching and learning focus. Indeed the 2011 
KS2 SATs results were the proof that we needed 
to refocus.

We also knew that not all teaching was good. 
This meant that good teachers were demoralised 
because they had to work twice as hard to ensure 
that their pupils were not disadvantaged by 
previous poor teaching. We had a plan: It was 
quite simple; all teaching was to be at least good. 
We would avail ourselves of quality CPD and 
relevant research. All the senior Leadership team 
would visit  the same courses and conferences 
and have the same CPD to ensure that everyone 
heard the same message at the same time and that 
we were all able to formulate plans that ensured 
we were all singing from the same proverbial 
hymn sheet. 

The first step was to invite the Local authority 
in to review the school. We believe in good 
partnerships with Local authorities based on 
trust and honesty. We listened to advice and took 
on board that which we valued, certainly not all 
of it. 

A conference held by John-West Burnham led us to 
think deeply about our moral purpose and to formulate 
a vision about the education we were providing for 
our pupils. We  turned what we considered to be 
barriers to our pupil’s education to our advantage. 
This alongside ideas from Chris Quigley meant that 
we redesigned our curriculum using “drivers” to 
ensure that we produced pupils who had ambition, 
displayed resilience and independence and had a 
firm place in the local community.  

We also considered carefully Dylan Wiliam’s 
thoughts on teachers who were not performing well. 
As the Sutton report and other research recognises, 
the single most important factor in a child’s 
educational development is being taught by a good 
teacher. Dylan Wiliam inspired us to “Love the one 
you’ve got”. In other words develop teachers rather 
than remove them!

Over the next academic year all our staff meetings 
were devoted to just that. Paul Ginnis’ Teacher’s 
Toolkit became our bible ensuring that pedagogical 
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styles were developed. We differentiated the new 
Teacher standards recognising a greater expectation 
from senior teachers than NQTS and performance 
management focused on plugging any gaps found in 
standards and ensured progression.

Around this stage  pupil premium came along. 
Our school is in an area of social deprivation in a 
town that is certainly not affluent. Our FSM is 61% 
and using ever six principles our pupil premium 
percentage rises to 78% by year 6. We did what is 
probably frowned upon. We blanketed provision. 
We concentrated on teaching and the curriculum.

We resolved that each year group would have 2 
teachers. A small class with a good teacher had to be 
a “win win” situation. We insisted that teachers gave 
good feedback which was imperative.ie rewrite that 
last paragraph and include more adverbial phrases. 
We also insisted on the same standards across the 
curriculum. If a child is a level 4 writer in literacy 
then when writing a scientific report the literacy 
standard should be the same. Smaller classes meant 
that there was time for reflection, teachers became 
more objective about their pupils and data was used 
more effectively. All teachers knew the whole school 
picture of progress and that they have to ensure that 
the progress they make in their class ensures pupil 
end of key stage target. The teachers know their 
classes inside out; who is FSM, PP etc Careful 
management by the SENCO meant that tracking 
into action is effective. Pupil gaps in knowledge are 
plugged whilst learning is moved on.  There is little 
intervention above “Quality First Teaching”. Pupils 
are assessed as readers, writers and mathematicians, 
not on one or two pieces of levelled work. Teaching 
improved dramatically. Poor teachers sought new 
horizons. As a result the staff were energised and 

became a team wanting the very best of outcomes for 
all pupils and not a group of teachers in competition 
with each other.

Pupil progress improved. Our pupils enter school 
well below national expectations; if pupils were 
only to make expected progress then they would 
never reach national expectations. We have high 
expectations for our pupils. We refuse to allow 
their life chances to be harmed by low Educational 
expectations at our school. We resolved that all 
pupils will make 4APS per year. High ability pupils 
(defined by 2a+ at KS1 or exceeding expectations 
from EYFS) would make 5APS. For SEN pupils 
we expected 3APS. This is built into performance 
management targets. This has not been an issue for 
staff, even with pay related performance, because 
we have an ethos of professional dialogue and not 
a blame culture at our school. Constant dialogue 
and regular Performance management meetings, 
moderation both intra and inter school, ensure that 
there are no surprises at the end of the year. These 
high pupil progress expectations are targets. As my 
deputy says “Aim for the stars and you may land 
on the moon”. As a result our pupil often exceed 
this and our pupils make very good and sometimes 
outstanding progress across keystage 2.Our 3 levels 
progress exceeded national last year and we had one 
pupil in reading, writing and maths who achieved 4 
levels progress(not the same pupil)

Our chair of Governors is often heard to say “its 
pupils that matter in our school not their labels” and 
he is right,. Whether they are pupil premium, SEN, 
EAL or FSM we expect the same outcomes for them; 
Good ones. They will not be doubly disadvantaged.

For more information please visit;

www.brougham-school.org.uk


